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There are so many great new releases coming out in 2024, from biographies by popular pop culture 

icons to books on social issues to the latest novels by popular authors like James Patterson and Debbie 

Macomber. No matter your taste, there’s something for you here at the library.  Here are some of the 

brand-new releases we have available. 

“Come and Get It” by Kiley Reid 

It's 2017 at the University of Arkansas. Millie Cousins, a senior resident assistant, wants to graduate, get 

a job, and buy a house. So, when Agatha Paul, a visiting professor and writer, offers Millie an easy yet 

unusual opportunity, she jumps at the chance. But Millie's starry-eyed hustle becomes jeopardized by 

odd new friends, vengeful dorm pranks, and illicit intrigue. (book jacket) 

“Everyone on This Train Is A Suspect” by Benjamin Stevenson 

When the Australian Mystery Writers’ Society invited me to their crime-writing festival aboard the Ghan, 

the famous train between Darwin and Adelaide, I was hoping for some inspiration for my second book. 

Fiction, this time: I needed a break from real people killing each other. Obviously, that didn’t pan out. 

The program is a who’s who of crime writing royalty: the debut writer (me!); the forensic science writer; 

the blockbuster writer; the legal thriller writer; the literary writer; the psychological suspense writer. 

But when one of us is murdered, the remaining authors quickly turn into five detectives. Together, we 

should know how to solve a crime. 

Of course, we should also know how to commit one. 

How can you find a killer when all the suspects know how to get away with murder? (book jacket) 

“The Friendship Club” by Robyn Carr 

Four women come together at a tumultuous time in their lives, forging an unbreakable bond that will 

leave them all forever changed. (book jacket) 

“Random in Death” by J.D. Robb 

Jenna’s parents had finally given in, and there she was, at a New York club with her best friends, 

watching the legendary band Avenue A, carrying her demo in hopes of slipping it to the guitarist, Jake 

Kincade. Then, from the stage, Jake catches her eye, and smiles. It’s the best night of her life. 

It’s the last night of her life. 

Minutes later, Jake’s in the alley getting some fresh air, and the girl from the dance floor comes 

stumbling out, sick and confused and deathly pale. He tries to help, but it’s no use… (book jacket) 

“Infectious Generosity” by Chris Anderson 

Let’s face it: Recent years have been tough on optimists. Hopes that the Internet might bring people 

together have been crushed by the ills of social media. Is there a way back? (book jacket) 

“House of Flame and Shadow” by Sarah J. Maas 

The stunning third book in the sexy, action-packed Crescent City series, following the global 

bestsellers House of Earth and Blood and House of Sky and Breath. (Amazon) 

 

You may place holds for any of the above titles either online through the catalog, by calling or emailing 

us directly or stopping in! 

 


